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Abstract  
Cross-cultural studies of humour increasingly seek to compare and contrast different 
cultural approaches to both humour and laughter. Collaboration on humour in Japan and 
China has suggested a way of categorizing some cultural variations that have the effect of 
constraining humour (Milner Davis, in press). These are rules – larger than individual 
preferences and membership of humour taste-cultures within any particular society (Kuipers 
2006) -- governing cultural and social norms about what, where, when, how and with whom 
humour and laughter can properly be used. The relevance of such differences is highlighted 
by multi-country psychological studies such as those on gelotophobia etc by Ruch, Proyer 
et al. (2009). These conventions often relate to aspects of humour best captured by the 
literary concept of comic/humorous style and embodied in word-maps like that pioneered 
for English by Schmidt-Hidding (1963). 
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